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Great Speeches
Contains the full text of important speeches from ancient times through the
Second World War. Moses, Cicero, and Julius Caesar are among the
representatives of Hebrews, Greeks and Romans. Early Christianity is
illustrated through the words of Jesus of Nazareth (the Sermon on the
Mount) and Pope Urban II, calling for the first crusade. The period of
Renaissance and Reformation features the words of Savonarola, Luther,
Queen Elizabeth, and John Donne. Select American, English, and Irish
speeches of the 18th century include those by Alexander Hamilton, John
Wesley, William Pitt, Edmund Burke, Patrick Henry, Lord Chatham. Several
important speeches concerning the Warren Hastings trial are included.
Speeches on the topic of the federal constitution include words by
Benjamin Franklin, Patrick Henry, and Alexander Hamilton. William
Wilberforce and William Pitt speak out against the African slave trade.
Twenty speeches consider various perspectives on the French Revolution.
Included is Robespierres? final speech as he faces the guillotine.
Nineteenth century American speeches include those by Daniel Webster,
John C. Calhoun, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Wendell Phillips, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, and Henry Clay. Thirteen speeches provide perspectives on the
American civil war, from orators including Abraham Lincoln, John Brown
and Frederick Douglass. The first and second world wars and the peace
process are the subjects of many speeches.
"Let each know that for each the body, the mind and the soul have been
freed to fulfill themselves." These powerful words, spoken by Nelson
Mandela in his inaugural address as the new president of South Africa, are
taken from just one of the forty important and thought-provoking speeches
in this collection. Ranging from 1945 to the present day, they provide an
important insight into the modern world. Inspirational speeches by Winston
Churchill, Mikhail Gorbachev, Martin Luther King, Barack Obama and many
others are supplemented with biographies of each speaker, as well an
exploration of their words' significance and an historical account of the
consequences of their oratory. This is a history of the recent and
contemporary world told through the speeches that shaped it.
Provides almost three hundred speeches delivered from ancient to modern
times.
An expert analysis of Abraham Lincoln's three most powerful speeches
reveals his rhetorical genius and his thoughts on our national character.
Abraham Lincoln, our greatest president, believed that our national
character was defined by three key moments: the writing of the
Constitution, our declaration of independence from England, and the
beginning of slavery on the North American continent. His thoughts on
these landmarks can be traced through three speeches: the Lyceum
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Address, the Gettysburg Address, and the Second Inaugural. The latter two
are well-known, enshrined forever on the walls of the Lincoln Memorial. The
former is much less familiar to most, written a quarter century before his
presidency, when he was a 28 year-old Illinois state legislator. In His
Greatest Speeches, Professor Diana Schaub offers a brilliant line-by-line
analysis of these timeless works, placing them in historical context and
explaining the brilliance behind their rhetoric. The result is a complete
vision of Lincoln’s worldview that is sure to fascinate and inspire general
readers and history buffs alike. This book is a wholly original resource for
considering the difficult questions of American purpose and identity,
questions that are no less contentious or essential today than they were
over two hundred years ago.
Great Speeches on Civil Rights and African American Identity
Empowering Voices that Engage and Inspire
Great Speeches Of Our Time
BE A WINNER
The World's Great Speeches
Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Barack
Obama, and Others
A great speech has the power to define the times, to inspire, to stir and to motivate. This
collection of ancient and modern speeches includes the words of activists, politicians,
philosophers and scores of others who have born witness to significant moments from the first
century to the twenty-first. Many have themselves made history. Here you'll find the words of:
inspirational leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela; political heads, from
Oliver Cromwell to Kevin Rudd; enlightened writers and thinkers such as Arundhati Roy and
Inga Clendinnen; campaigners such as Daniel Mannix and Eleanor Roosevelt; soldiers and
statesmen who helped shape the modern world, such as Napoleon and Winston Churchill
religious figures from every era, including Jesus and the Dalai Lama. Great Speecheswill make
a great addition to every home and library shelf.
Over 50 empowering speeches celebrating women in their own words through extracts and
commissioned illustrations, spanning throughout history up to the modern day.
Remarkable for their eloquence, depth of feeling, and oratorical mastery, these 82 compelling
speeches encompass five centuries of Indian encounters with nonindigenous people.
Beginning with a 1540 refusal by a Timucua chief to parley with Hernando de Soto ("With such
a people I want no peace"), the collection extends to the 20th-century address of activist
Russell Means to the United Nations affiliates and members of the Human Rights Commission
("We are people who love in the belly of the monster"). Other memorable orations include
Powhatan's "Why should you destroy us, who have provided you with food?" (1609); Red
Jacket's "We like our religion, and do not want another" (1811); Osceola's "I love my home,
and will not go from it" (1834); Red Cloud's "The Great Spirit made us both" (1870); Chief
Joseph's "I will fight no more forever" (1877); Sitting Bull's "The life my people want is a life of
freedom" (1882); and many more. Other notable speakers represented here include
Tecumseh, Seattle, Geronimo, and Crazy Horse, as well as many lesser-known leaders.
Graced by forceful metaphors and vivid imagery expressing emotions that range from the
utmost indignation to the deepest sorrow, these addresses are deeply moving documents that
offer a window into the hearts and minds of Native Americans as they struggled against the
overwhelming tide of European and American encroachment. This inexpensive edition, with
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informative notes about each speech and orator, will prove indispensable to anyone interested
in Native American history and culture.
Tracing the movement's rhetoric from the late 1800s to the present, this anthology includes
Ingersoll's "Address at the Funeral of Walt Whitman," Milk's "Hope Speech," and Kameny's
"Civil Liberties: A Progress Report."
Words That Shaped the World
Great Speeches from Shakespeare's Plays
Chambers Book of Great Speeches
Speeches that Changed the World
Great Speeches
50 Speeches that Made the Modern World
Includes 27 masterly speeches: First Inaugural Address, message to Congress after Pearl Harbor ("a day
that will live in infamy"), Fireside Chats, Fourth Inaugural Address, many more.
Lіfе wouldn't be thе wау іt is іf оur hіѕtоrу wаѕ аnу different thаn whаt it is. And tо rеасh whеrе
civilization has, mаnу great minds hаvе соntrіbutеd іn plenty. Sоmе оf thеѕе include rеmаrkаblе реорlе
whо'vе managed to іnfluеnсе uѕ іn mоrе ways thаn оnе. Thеіr іdеоlоgіеѕ, еffоrtѕ, аnd mоvеmеntѕ hаvе led
tо life-changing situations аnd thuѕ, wе hold thеіr wоrk dеаr tо uѕ.Hеrе аrе 16 ѕuсh реорlе we'd like to
rеmеmbеr fоr thеіr реаrlѕ оf wіѕdоm: Martin Luther King, 1963Winston Churchill, 1940Nelson Mandela,
1964Abraham Lincoln, 1863John F. Kennedy, 1961Emmeline Pankhurst, 1913William Lyon Phelps,
1933Franklin D Roosevelt, 1933George Washington, 1783Sojourner Truth, 1851Pope Urban II,
1095Theodore Roosevelt, 1906Lou Gehrig, 1993Alexander, The Great, 326 BCGeneral Douglas
MacArthur, 1962Mahatma Gandhi, 194
'I have a dream', 'Government of the people, by the people, for the people', 'This was their finest hour',
'Tear down this wall', 'Give me liberty, or give me death', 'Free at last!'. They are the great words of history,
inspiring war and peace, outrage and justice, rebellion and freedom. Great Speeches in Minutes presents the
key extracts of 200 of the orations that changed the world, from antiquity to the modern day. Each is
accompanied by an explanation of the historic context of the speech and its momentous consequences.
Includes the speeches of: Buddha, Socrates, Alexander the Great, Cicero, Julius Caesar, Jesus, Augustine of
Hippo, Muhammad, Joan of Arc, Martin Luther, Elizabeth I, Oliver Cromwell, George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, Napoleon Bonaparte, Simon Bolivar, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Abraham Lincoln,
Emmeline Pankhurst, Patrick Pearse, Vladimir Lenin, David Lloyd George, Albert Einstein, Mahatma
Gandhi, Franklin D Roosevelt, Adolf Hitler, Winston Churchill, John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King,
Malcolm X, Nelson Mandela, Lyndon B Johnson, Muhammad Ali, Mother Teresa, Margaret Thatcher,
Mikhail Gorbachev, Václav Havel, Pope John Paul II, George W. Bush, Barack Obama, and many more.
From the ancient words of Demosthenes to Salman Rushdie's eloquent defense of his work, this anthology
represents a compilation of more than two hundred of the world's most important and influential speeches
Professional Techniques You Can Use
His Greatest Speeches
Great Speeches by Frederick Douglass
16 Great Speeches That Shaped The World
Great Women's Speeches

Excerpt from Wit, Wisdom, Eloquence, and Great Speeches of Col. R. G. Ingersoll: Including
Eloquent Extracts, Witty, Wise, Pungent, Truthful Saying and Full Reports of the Great of
the Great Speeches of This Celebrated Man, Together With the Funeral Oration at His
Brother's Grave F. Funeral Oration at his Brother's Grave (part II), Future of America (part
II), Good Clothes, Good Dollars and Good Times, Great Speech on the Declaration of
Independence (part II. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
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reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as
a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works.
Following Say It Plain, a collection of speeches that provides “a sweeping perspective on
evolving issues of black identity in the struggle for equality” (Booklist). In “full-throated
public oratory, the kind that can stir the soul”, Say It Plain collected and transcribed speeches
by some of the twentieth century’s leading African American cultural, literary, and political
figures. Many of the speeches were never before available in printed form (Minneapolis StarTribune). Following the success of that groundbreaking volume, the Say It Loud! book adds
new depth to the history of the modern struggle for racial equality and civil rights—focusing
directly on the pivotal questions black America grappled with during the past four decades of
resistance. With recordings unearthed from libraries and sound archives, and made widely
available here for the first time, Say It Loud! includes powerful speeches by Malcolm X,
Angela Davis, Martin Luther King Jr., James H. Cone, Toni Morrison, Colin Powell, and
many others. Bringing the rich immediacy of the spoken word to a vital historical and
intellectual tradition, Say It Loud! illuminates the diversity of ideas and arguments pulsing
through the black freedom movement.
This stirring anthology features addresses by Winston Churchill, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
Mohandas Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, Ronald Reagan, Barack Obama, the
Dalai Lama, César Chávez, and many others.
Master the art of persuasion with lessons from the best speakers of our time. Throughout
history, they have moved us. They have enlightened and inspired us. They are our nation's
most influential speakers, gifted with the talent to change minds and hearts. What is the
almost magical power they possess--and how can you harness it for yourself? The answers are
here in this illuminating guide to unforgettable oratory. Complete with a ninety-minute CD
featuring six great speeches in their entirety, this tool kit for speakers takes you through an indepth analysis of these historically significant speeches and the secrets of their eloquent
effectiveness. With close examination of each speech, you'll get lessons on how to: Address a
difficult situation with help from the Great Communicator, Ronald Reagan Bring divergent
interests together with effective arguments like Edward Kennedy Capture and hold your
audience's attention by mastering General Douglas MacArthur's structual techniques Style a
formal speech with the elegance of John F. Kennedy Maximize your delivery by studying the
power of Barbara Jordan's voice Use Mary Fisher's special rhetorical tactics to sway even the
toughest audience
A Treasury of the World's Great Speeches
The World’s Greatest Speeches
Great Speeches of the 20th Century
My Fellow Americans
Great Speeches For Better Speaking
Great Speeches by African Americans

This anthology gives an insight into the minds of great
leaders and personalities and documents the way they changed
the course of history with their inspirational and
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motivational speeches. These speeches have not only
influenced the people of their times but also today’s
generation. The speeches are of particular significance in
the present world of violence, turmoil and injustice. It is
hoped that this selection of the world’s greatest speeches
will prompt the reader to pause a while and ponder on their
timeless relevance and significance.
This inexpensive compilation of the great abolitionist's
speeches includes "What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?"
(1852), "The Church and Prejudice" (1841), and "Self-Made
Men" (1859).
Presents the texts of forty-five speeches from American
presidents, along with an audio disc of recordings of some
of the speeches.
This is a wonderful collection of Lincoln's most famous
speeches in complete and unabridged form. The simple yet
memorable eloquence of his speeches, proclamations and
personal correspondence is recorded here in a representative
collection of 16 documents. Abraham Lincoln displayed a
remarkable facility in his use of the written word. His
'Farwell to Springfield' speech, 'Gettysburg Address' and
'Annual Messages to Congress', all collected in one book.
This important volume will also fascinate admirers of
Abraham Lincoln, Americana enthusiasts, Civil War buffs and
any lover of the finely crafted phrase.
The Second Inaugural
And Why We Remember Them
Lincoln's Greatest Speech
Each Speech Prefaced with Its Dramatic and Biographical
Setting and Placed in Its Full Historical Perspective
Great Speeches in History
Great Speeches by Mark Twain
Author, abolitionist, political speaker, and philosopher,Frederick Douglass was a pivotal
figure in the decades ofstruggle leading up to the Civil War and the
EmancipationProclamation. This inexpensive compilation of his speeches— including
“What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?” (1852)and “Self-Made Men” (1859) — adds
vital detail to the portraitof this great historical figure.Dover Original
Great Speechesbrings together the most powerful and stirring addresses delivered in
the English language, capturing the significant historical events of the past four hundred
years in the words of their participants. The selection includes a full range of inspiring
speakers: kings and queens are featured next to presidents and prime ministers; great
human rights leaders stand with great military leaders. There are speeches delivered at
times of great hope, such as John F. Kennedy's inaugural address, and others
delivered at times of great sorrow, such as Robert Kennedy's remarks on the death of
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Martin Luther King. Presented chronologically, each speech is preceded by a brief
introduction.Great Speechesalso includes an overall introduction and biographical
sketches of each speaker.
A generous selection of the humorist's best speeches includes his famous 70th birthday
address, "Plymouth Rock and the Pilgrims," and the perennial favorite, "Horrors of the
German Language."
The Chambers Book of Great Speeches is the most comprehensive guide available to
the inspired and inspiring speeches that have shaped the world we live in. There are
over 250 speakers covered, from Bella Abzug to Emile Zola. Each speaker is
introduced with a brief biography setting them in context. Each speech also has an
introduction explaining its setting, and is accompanied by marginal notes which fill in
any background information. The speeches themselves are international in scope and
stretch throughout world history, from ancient times through to twenty-first century
orators such as Barack Obama, Steve Jobs and Lord Coe.
With Notes, and a Life of Shakespeare
Famous Speeches That Shaped The History Of The World
Speeches of Abraham Lincoln
Say It Loud!
Wit, Wisdom, Eloquence, and Great Speeches of Col. R. G. Ingersoll
Say It Loud: Great Speeches on Civil Rights and African American Identity (Large Print
16pt)
Includes transcripts of over 50 political speeches from such orators as: Martin Luther
King, Jr., Barbara Jordan, Winston Churchill, Harry S. Truman and other political
figures. Some speeches also include critical analysis.
In the tradition of Wills's "Lincoln at Gettysburg, Lincoln's Greatest Speech" combines
impeccable scholarship and lively, engaging writing to reveal the full meaning of one of
the greatest speeches in the nation's history.
Reproduction of the original: The Great Speeches and Orations of Daniel Webster by
Edwin P. Whipple
A guide to writing an outstanding speech offers tips on communicating effectively,
including how to build credibility, organize a speech, use rhythm and style, and create a
powerful ending
The Great Speeches and Orations of Daniel Webster
Writing Great Speeches
A Collection of Arguments and Speeches Before Courts and Juries
With an Essay on Daniel Webster as a Master of English Style
Listen and Learn from History's Most Memorable Speeches
Including Eloquent Extracts, Witty, Wise, Pungent, Truthful Saying and Full Reports of
the Great of the Great Speeches of This Celebrated Man, Together with the Funeral
Oration at His Bro
In 2005' The New Press published Say It Plain' the celebrated companion to the American
Radio Works American Public Media documentary chronicling the great tradition of
African American political speech of the past century. In full - throated public oratory' the
kind that can stir the soul (Minneapolis Star Tribune)' Say It Plain collected and
transcribed speeches by some of the twentieth century's leading African American
cultural' literary' and political figures. Many of the speeches were never before available
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in printed form. Following the success of that path - breaking volume' Say It Loud adds
new depth to the oral and audio history of the modern struggle for racial equality and civil
rights - focusing directly on the pivotal questions black America grappled with during the
past four decades of resistance. With recordings unearthed from libraries and sound
archives' and made widely available here for the first time' Say It Loud includes powerful
speeches by Malcolm X' Angela Davis' Martin Luther King Jr.' James Cone' Toni
Morrison' Colin Powell' and many others. Bringing the rich immediacy of the spoken
word to a vital historical and intellectual tradition' Say It Loud illuminates the diversity of
ideas and arguments pulsing through the black freedom movement.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure
a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Throughout history, great speeches have produced great change. From inciting violence
and asserting control to restoring peace and securing freedom, nothing has the raw
emotional power of a speech delivered at the right moment, in the right place, with the
right content, and the right delivery. 50 Speeches That Made The Modern World is a
celebration of the most influential and thought-provoking speeches that have shaped the
world we live in. With comprehensive, chronological coverage of speeches from the 20th
and 21st centuries, taken from all corners of the globe, it covers Emmeline Pankhurst's
patiently reasoned condemnation of men's failure to improve ordinary women's lives in
1908 through speeches by Vladimir Lenin, Mahatma Gandhi, David Ben-Gurion, Albert
Einstein, Fidel Castro, Nikita Khrushchev, Ernesto 'Che' Guevara, Martin Luther King,
Malcolm X, Nelson Mandela, Benazir Bhutto, Osama Bin Laden and Aung San Suu Kyi,
right up to the most compelling oratory surrounding the 2016 US Presidential elections.
Through the rallying propaganda speeches during World War II to the cautious rhetoric
of the Cold War period, through challenging the status quo on issues of race, gender and
politics to public addresses to the masses on the issues of AIDS and terrorism, through
apologies, complaints, warmongering, scaremongering and passionate pleas, this book
delivers the most important speeches of the modern era and why they still remain so
significant. Each speech has an introduction explaining its setting, importance and impact
as well as marginal notes filling in any background information.
Comprehensively updated with many new speeches including Earl Spencer's lament to
"The extraordinary and irreplaceable Diana", Nikita Khrushchev's secret speech of 1956
signalling the beginning of the end of Stalinist Russia, Patrick Pearse's rousing funeral
oration that fanned the flames of the Easter Rising, Kevin Rudd's historic apology to
Australia's mistreated Aborigines and Barack Obama's momentous US election night
victory speech. Alongside these are the finest war cries of Winston Churchill, Martin
Luther King's prophetic "I have a dream" and "I've seen the promised land" speeches, the
inspiring words of JFK and impassioned pleas from Nelson Mandela-the first at his trial in
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1964 and the second on his election as president of South Africa in 1994. In addition are
historic speeches from Elizabeth I, Charles I, Oliver Cromwell, George Washington,
Napoleon Bonaparte, Abraham Lincoln, Emmeline Pankhurst, Mahatma Gandhi,
Vladimir Lenin, Neville Chamberlain, Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Charles de Gaulle, General George S. Patton, J Robert Oppenheimer, Mao Zedong,
Malcolm X, Richard M. Nixon, Pope John Paul II, Vaclav Havel, Elie Wiesel, Mikhail
Gorbachev and many other great historical figures. Speeches that Changed the World
presents over 50 momentous and thought-provoking speeches from throughout history.
Complete with a potted biography of each speaker, and telling the story of why each
oration was significant and what happened as a result, this is a gripping history of the
world told through its greatest and most impassioned speeches.
Great Speeches by Great Lawyers
How Lincoln Moved the Nation
Great Speeches by Native Americans
Lend Me Your Ears
Great Speeches for Criticism and Analysis
Great Speeches on Gay Rights

Tracing the struggle for freedom and civil rights across two centuries, this
anthology comprises speeches by Martin Luther King, Jr., Marcus Garvey,
Malcolm X, Barack Obama, and many other influential figures.
Representative collection of 16 masterly orations, correspondence, including
"House Divided" speech at the Republican State Convention (1858), the First
Inaugural Address (1861), the Gettysburg Address (1863), the Letter to Mrs.
Bixby (1864), expressing regret over the wartime deaths of her 5 sons, and the
Second Inaugural Address (1865).
Chambers Book of Great Speeches
The history of the United States has been characterized by ferventidealism,
intense struggle, and radical change. And for everycritical, defining moment in
American history, there were thosewhose impassioned voices rang out, clear and
true, and whose wordscompelled the minds and hearts of all who heard them.
When PatrickHenry declared, "Give me liberty, or give me death!", when
MartinLuther King Jr. said, "I have a dream", Americans listened and
wereprofoundly affected. These speeches stand today as testaments tothis great
nation made up of individuals with bold ideas andunshakeable convictions. The
American Heritage Book of Great American Speeches for YoungPeople includes
over 100 speeches by founding fathers, patriots,Native American and African
American leaders, abolitionists,women's suffrage and labor activists, writers,
athletes, and othersfrom all walks of life, featuring inspiring and
unforgettablespeeches by such notable speakers as: Patrick Henry * Thomas
Jefferson * Tecumseh * Frederick Douglass *Sojourner Truth * Abraham Lincoln *
Susan B. Anthony * Mother Jones* Lou Gehrig * Franklin D. Roosevelt * Albert
Einstein * Pearl S.Buck * Langston Hughes * John F. Kennedy * Martin Luther
KingJr. These are the voices that shaped our history. They are powerful,moving,
and, above all else, uniquely American.
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American Heritage Book of Great American Speeches for Young People
The Most Important Speeches of America's Presidents, from George Washington
to Barack Obama
Great Speeches of Abraham Lincoln
Great Speeches in Minutes
Words that Made History
The Art of Great Speeches

What makes a great speech 'great'? The Art of Great Speeches uses insights from
classical thinkers to reveal how great orators such as Barack Obama, Martin Luther
King, the Kennedys, Al Gore and Hitler have persuaded their audiences so
convincingly. Featuring excerpts of 70 of the world's greatest speeches in history and
drama, this fascinating book breaks down the key elements of classical and modern
oratory to reveal the rhetorical techniques that make them so memorable. It shows
how master speechwriters connect with their audiences, seize a moment, project
character, use facts convincingly and destroy their opponents' arguments as they try
to force the hand of history or create memorable drama. Part history, part defence of
oratory, part call for political inspiration, part professional handbook, The Art of Great
Speeches does what no other book does - it explains why these speeches are great.
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